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MAST20009 Vector Calculus  

MAST20009 Vector Calculus
1 Functions of Several Variables

Multivariable limits
Example: [Non-existence of multivariable limit]
Example: [Using polar coordinates to evaluate multivariable limit]

Continuity
Differentiability and continuity classes
Lagrange Multipliers

Absolute maximums and minimums with inequality constraints
Matrix Chain Rule
Taylor Polynomials

2 Space Curves and Vector Fields
Arclength
TNB Vectors/Frenet–Serret Frames
Flow Lines
Differentiation Operators

Gradient Operator
Divergence and Curl
Laplacian Operator
Vector Calculus Identities

Tip for applying vector identities
Vector and Scalar potentials

3 Double and Triple Integrals
Double Integrals
Triple Integrals

Guidelines for triple integrals:
Polar, Cylindrical and Spherical Coordinates

Polar coordinates 
Cylindrical Coordinates 
Spherical Coordinates 

Change of Variable Theorems for Multiple Integrals
Suitable regions for change of variables:
Linear transformations that map parallelograms
Guidelines for change of variables

Applications of Double and Triple Integrals
4 Line and Surface Integrals

Line Integrals
Surface Integrals

Surfaces
Surface Integrals of scalar and vector fields

Cartesian surfaces
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5 Integral Theorems
Green's Theorem

Applying Green’s Theorem for a discontinuity at the origin
Divergence Theorem in the Plane
Stokes’ Theorem
Gauss’ Theorem

Gauss’ Law for a discontinuity at origin and proof
Conservative vector fields

6 General curvilinear coordinates
Vectors re-written in new orthonormal basis

Cylindrical
Spherical

Cylindrical and Spherical orthogonal coordinates
Vector Operators in Orthogonal Curvilinear Coordinates

Example: Vector Identities using Spherical Coordinates
Volume and Surface Area Elements

Example: Evaluating scalar surface integrals using Cylindrical Coordinates
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Multivariable
limits  

Existence of limit The limit  exists if when  approaches 

along ANY path in the domain ,  gets close to .

Path test for non-
existence of limits

If  differs along different paths, then the limit does not exist.

Warning: The parameterised path must actually contain the point .

Sandwich
Theorem

For continuous  near , if , and 
 then .

Limit Laws  

Sum and difference

Scalar multiple

Product

Quotient  (provided )

Continuous functions If  is continuous at  then 

Uniqueness of limits If  and , then 

1 Functions of Several Variables  

Multivariable limits  

Note: The limit can exist even if  is undefined at .

Sandwich theorem inequality: Since , we have 

Example: [Non-existence of multivariable limit]  

The following limit does not exist.

Approaching along  axis ( ) we have
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Matrix Chain Rule  

Matrix Chain rule Let  and , thus 
, then

Derivative Matrix Let  be defined 

, 

If , and  then 
 is a function of  and

If  and  are
differentiable functions, then  is a function
of  and  with

Composition of scalar field and function

Taylor
Polynomials  

Taylor
Polynomial

If  is of order , the th order Taylor polynomial for  near  is 

Taylor’s
Remainder
Theorem

The remainder when approximating  by the th order Taylor Polynomial at  is 

Where  at  is the point that we are using the Taylor polynomial to approximate at, and 
 at  is the point we originally used to expand the Taylor polynomial.

Note that the th row of the Jacobian is essentially the gradient of the th component of .

Taylor Polynomials  

Up to 3rd order: 

Operator notation
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If  is of order , the th order Taylor polynomial for  near  is 

Where the th power of the above expression can be expanded as (choosing , and 
 as the example)

Note

1. In general, the power of the  or  is given by the number of times that partial derivative 
has been differentiated with respect to that variable. Example:  as it is once wrt 

 and twice wrt .
2. The coefficient of the partial derivatives is given by the Pascal’s triangle expansion (a la Biomial 

expansion). Example: the  Taylor expansion has coefficients (for the third sum) of .

Warnings:

1. Don’t forget the point the Taylor polynomial is evaluated at:  and , not just  and 
2. Don’t forget the powers of  and 
3. Don’t forget the factorial coefficient on the outside of each term 
4. Don’t forget the Pascal’s triangle coefficient for each partial derivative



Space curves in  

Parametric path

Velocity

Direction of velocity is tangent to the path

Speed

Acceleration

Tangent line to  at 

Differentiations rules  

Linearity

Dot product

Cross product

Arclength  

Arclength

Arclength parameter , (where  is a dummy variable, and  is an initial point)

2 Space Curves and Vector Fields  

Warning: Order matters for the cross product by the anti-commutativity property.

Arclength  

TNB Vectors/Frenet–Serret Frames  
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Scalar functions Vector Functions

 

Potentials and gradient fields  

Scalar potentials If , then , 
where  is unique up to a constant  and .

Vector potentials If , then , 
where  is not unique and .

Tip for applying vector identities  

For  where , then 

Proof 

And a general and useful identity:  that the divergence of the position vector is just the 
number of dimensions.

Vector and Scalar potentials  

Scalar potentials
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Physical
interpretation  

Double
integrals

Volume  is the volume under the surface  that lies above the
domain  in the  plane, if  in 

Area of
domain

If  then, 

Double integrals
over General
Domains  

Rectangular domain

‘Vertical strips’
(bound  wrt )  and 

‘Horizontal strips’
(bound  wrt )  and 

Fubini’s Theorem Order of integration is not important if (1) domain can be divided into
horizontal and vertical strips, and (2)  is continuous in the domain

Fubini’s Theorem for
rectangular domains

3 Double and Triple Integrals  
Double Integrals  

Triple Integrals  
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Physical
interpretation  

Triple integrals

Mass If  is the mass density function, then  is the total mass of the

volume .

Volume If , then  is the volume of the solid region .

Triple integrals
over General
Domains  

Fubini’s Theorem
(for rectangular
domains)

For ,

Elementary regions The domain  is an elementary region in  if one variable is bounded by functions of
2 variables, the domains of these functions being described using horizontal or
vertical strips. 
Example:  and either  (vertical strips) or 

 (horizontal strips).

Axes of symmetry
and elementary
regions

If the domain is symmetric about, say, the  axis, bound  by two functions of  and ,
and project onto the  plane.

‘Factorising’ shortcut If terminals are constant, an the integrand factorises i.e. ,

then 

Guidelines for triple integrals:  

1. Sketch the entire region (calculate axial intercepts, look at level curves of functions and traces)
2. Calculate intersections of functions (useful for projection)
3. bound one variable in terms of the other two,
4. project onto the relevant plane, and, (considering intersections of functions carefully)...
5. bound the remaining variables wrt to each other.

Polar, Cylindrical and Spherical Coordinates  

Polar coordinates  
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Spherical Coordinates 
 Restriction

Length  (Length of vector)

Inclination angle  (Angle of declination measured from
positive direction of -axis to point.)

Azimuthal angle  (Angle measured anticlockwise form
positive  axis to projection of point in the 
plane)

Cartesian coordinates  

Spherical Coordinates  
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Curve
parameterisations  

Parametrisation
independence

Line and path integrals are independent of how  is parametrised, we require 
 is .

Piecewise If the path is not of class , but only piecewise (meaning that the path can
be broken into a finite number of segments that are individually of class ),
then ︎we may still define the line integral by breaking it up in a suitable
manner.

Increasing
parameter

The time parameter should be increasing, in any orientation of curves.

Reverse
orientation
parametrisation

For , the reverse path is given by 

Straight line
segments from 
to 

Functions of form 

Circles Anticlockwise: 
Clockwise: 

Ellipses Anticlockwise: 
Clockwise: 

Path Integrals  

Path integral of
a  scalar
function

Parametrisation
independence

 is independent of how  is parameterised

Physical
interpretation

If  is the mass/charge density then  is the total mass/charge along the
path .

Arc length

Area of curtain Where the path  describes a plane curve such that all points  lie in a plane,
then the path integral  is the area underneath the function  and along
the curve  (the area of a ‘curtain’)



Tangent and

normals to

surfaces  

Tangent vectors to
surface

Normal to surface  and , there are two normal vectors to a surface.

Tangent plane to
smooth surface

Smoothness A surface is smooth at  if , a surface is smooth everywhere if  is never . Surface
integrals require S is smooth except possibly at a finite number of points.

Surface integrals of scalar
fields  

Scalar surface integral

Surface area element

Surface area

Physical interpretation If  is the mass/charge density on , then  is the total
mass/charge on surface.

Parametrisation
independence

Scalar surface integral independent of parametrisation of surface

Surface integrals of
vector fields  

Vector surface integral
(over orientable
surface) Where  is the unit outward normal to 

Physical interpretation If  is the velocity of a fluid, then the flux is the net quantity of fluid per
unit time that pierces the surface in the direction of the outward normal.

Shortcut: Where  (i.e. tangent vectors are perpendicular), then 

Note:  change with position , they need not be orthogonal

Surface Integrals of scalar and vector fields  
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Green's
Theorem  

Green's
theorem

Criteria Let  be a positively oriented, piecewise smooth, simple closed curve in the xy
plane, and let  be the elementary region bounded by . If  are  on  and 

 then

Vector form
of Green’s
theorem

Area of a
planar region

5 Integral Theorems  
Green's Theorem  

Warning: Green's theorem only applies to curves that are oriented counterclockwise. If you are 
integrating clockwise around a curve and wish to apply Green's theorem, then state that “Curve  has 
negative orientation, let  (so  has positive orientation) since Green’s theorem requires 
positive orientation orientation on , 

Applying Green’s Theorem for a discontinuity at the origin  

Where the vector field has a discontinuity at the origin, excise the origin by enclosing with a circle of 
radius .

1. Let , where  is the original curve, and  are the cuts traversed in 
anti-clockwise directions.

2. Let  be the region enclosed by  (that does does not include the origin), then Green’s theorem 
applies and: 

3. Line integral of circle (warning: the circle is parameterised clockwise!) around the origin: 
 and 
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Gauss’ Law for a discontinuity at origin and proof  

Let  be an elementary region in  bounded by the close surface , then if 

where  and .

Proof

1. Where the origin is not included in solid region then the vector field is  and Gauss’ theorem 
applies

 (as )

2. Where origin is included in solid region (but not on boundary), we cannot apply Gauss’ Theorem as 
the vector field is not . Thus, we excise origin by surrounding it with a small ball (region ) of 
radius . 

Let  be the region between  and , (excising origin), and let  be the surface that is the union of 
the boundary of region, , and the surface area of sphere around origin ( ), then: 

, and we know that  by (1) as  has the 

origin removed.

3. Compute surface integral on sphere  radius 

Where the unit outward normal to region of sphere  is the negative radial vector (to point away from 
region),  , thus

(since , constant radius  on sphere).

4. Combining the above, where origin is included in solid region:

Conservative vector fields  
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Volume and Surface Area Elements for orthogonal
unit vectors  

Jacobian and Curvilinear Coordinates

Jacobian with  (as )

Volume element

Scalar surface area element  (holding  constant) as 

Vector Operators in Orthogonal Curvilinear Coordinates  

Example: Vector Identities using Spherical Coordinates  

Find , where 

Let  (definition of the radial vector in spherical coordinates), then by 
identities

Where we have applied the formula for divergence in spherical coordinates, noting that our vector 
field  has no dependence on either  so their partial derivatives go to zero.

Volume and Surface Area Elements  

 


